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Narrative Report on the various business units in FreeKenya Foundation. 

FreeKenya Foundations Resource Centre acts as a demonstration and learning site to farmers from all over the 

Nyanza region. This Resource Centre runs daily and the innovative ways of conducting agribusiness is an 

inspiration to many. The following is a brief on all the units that we have currently. 

1. Smart Farming. 

This kind of farming is whereby we incorporate recycling and food production as well as tackling 

issues of scarcity of land and labor saving techniques. This kind of farming is inspirational as it can 

be practiced anywhere and all year round. We use recycled paper bags, cement bags, bottles and 

old tires to grow food that can easily feed a family. We are in the process of utilizing all the space 

available in the Centre whereby we are demonstrating innovative and affordable ways of growing 

one’s own food and selling the surplus as our Motto entails “Food on the plate and Money in the 

pocket”. 

 
 

Cabbages growing well at the Resource Centre using affordable techniques and right, cow peas 

leaves which is used as vegetables. 

We are in the process of making a vertical wall gardens which will demonstrate that food can 

be grown anywhere there is quality soils and inputs.  
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This kind of gardening is innovative and can be adapted by people living in residential and slums 

areas where space/land is an issue. We have experimented with a lot of crops in the shade net 

area since we started working in Kisumu. The main objective of this is to demonstrate how 

certain crops which people (from Nyanza and Western region) thought could not grow in this 

area can be planted if the right inputs are used. Crops like cabbages, herbs and cucumbers were 

never grown in the region as they were seen as expensive/ foreign crops that will fail because 

of preconceived climatic issues. Smart Farming (Urban Gardening) methods is becoming a 

popular thing that most farmers want to adapt even in the rural areas as they also incorporate 

water saving techniques. Apart from that it helps conserve the environment by recycling old 

plastic bottles/bags/tires into gardens. 

The tree nursery has also been improved and we are concentrating on Moringa and make 

seedlings according to demand of clients. 
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2. Hydroponics  

This is the latest addition in the Resource Centre. We ventured into this to demonstrate to 

farmers how they can have additional alternative feed for the rabbits and other livestock.  

  

The newly installed hydroponics unit which is producing feed for the rabbits to cut on cost of 

pellets. 

Hydroponic, comes from Latin and means working water. Simply put, it is the art of growing 

plants without soil. Hydroponics is a subset of hydroculture and is a method of growing plants 

using mineral nutrient solutions, in water, without soil. We have been breeding rabbits for the 

past one year and one of the challenges we are facing is the high cost of rabbit feed making 

rabbit meat a bit more expensive than other white meat like chicken. Farmers are forced to 

give away their rabbits at a throw away price or some resort to under feeding the rabbits 

affecting the overall weight of the animal.  

However, with hydroponics farmers can be able to feed their livestock with the manufactured 

feeds and add the hydroponics feed to cut on cost of buying feeds all the time. 

3. Workshops. 

We are still also offering trainings on Agribusiness and Entrepreneurship at the Resource Centre 

and we are getting more calls from farmers all over the western region for us to offer the same to 

them. This is however a challenge as we can’t satisfy the demand because of logistical issues as 

some farmers can’t afford to come for the trainings and we are also stretched financially. 
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Mr. Agunda during one of the workshops 

conducted at the Resource Centre. 

Farmers pose for a picture after a successful 

agribusiness training. 

 


